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Wireless medical implant powering is an emerging sector for future healthcare applica-
tions. It enhances the healthcare safety level and the prospects of a better life. The main
theme of this research is to design a wireless power budgeting for the medical implants.
A proper link between an external source to the implant is established by an inductive
coupling for a particular physiological parameter monitoring. A battery-free implant de-
vice requires sufficient power supply for active monitoring.
The main target of this research is to develop a wearable and external antenna design for
transferring sufficient power to the implant for its activation without violating the regu-
lations of specific absorption rate limits. In addition, there is another goal of improving
the implant depth. In this research, two different models (link model and SAR model) are
used for the assessment in the virtual environment. Previously, a two-turns antenna is
used for power transmission but in this research, several antenna structures are studied
such as – the circular two-turns with a capacitor loaded loop, benzene shape, rectangular
shape, octagonal shape, and circular spiral shape. Among these structures, circular spiral
shape, with the combination of same and counter directions of spiral loops, shows satis-
factory results. Through the proper optimization approach, the circular spiral antenna is
capable of providing 25% more power at the implant with respect to the two-turns an-
tenna. For 16 mm link distance, the circular spiral antenna can transmit 686 mW whereas
a two-turns antenna is efficient up to 452 mW.  Even the implant can be placed 2.5 mm
more depth without interrupting the power transmission link between antennas. The cir-
cular  spiral  antenna  is  able  to  transfer  significant  power  up  to  9  mm  skull  thickness
whereas 6.4 mm is the average width.
Two experimental setups are developed for antenna performance analysis such as “air
gap testing”, and “pigskin and air gap testing”. In the experiments, the effect of parasitic
elements over the link power efficiency is identical to both the experiments. The results
of “in vitro” testing of the newly developed wearable external antenna inspires for future
implementation in the monitoring of intracranial pressure.  From the performance analy-
sis, in both the virtual environment and experimental setup, the circular spiral antenna has
enough potentiality to use in inductive powering for further research and development.
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11. INTRODUCTION
Wireless power transfer by inductive coupling is used for the portable devices, gadgets,
and in healthcare applications such as medical implant powering. It improves the
healthcare safety level as well as the prospects of a better life. The wireless power transfer
would provide an innovative way of intracranial pressure (ICP) monitoring. In 1783, Al-
exander Monroe introduced the notion of intracranial pressure [1]. After some years,
George Kellie performed few experiments and bolstered Monroe’s concept [2]. Accord-
ing to the principle of Monroe-Kellie, the cranial cavity consists of three basic elements
– blood, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and brain [3],[4],[5].
Figure 1. Cranial cavity of a human head.
Figure 1 is representing the side view of the cranial cavity of a human head. The area of
the cranial cavity is restrained by its structure and the existing elements inside of it are
volume equilibrium. However, different injuries or disorders may disturb the equilibrium
state of existing element’s volume in the cranial cavity. If the volume of one element
increases accidentally, then other two elements are unable to compensate for volume
change within a fixed area. In this circumstance, the increased volume with a fixed area
causes a higher pressure to the surroundings. For adult human, 7 mmHg to 15 mmHg is
the normal range of ICP [6]. Nevertheless, due to injury or disorder, the upper limit of
ICP may rise above 20 mmHg [3],[4],[5]. The most common result due to the raised ICP
is ischaemia. Ischaemia means the inadequate blood supply to brain tissues. The re-
striction of blood supply causes the deficiency of oxygen and glucose in the tissues. Ox-
ygen and glucose are highly demandable for cellular metabolism that keeps the tissue
alive.  Eventually, ischaemia develops without intervention to infarction (cell death)
which may cause irretrievable brain damage and turns to often lethal. To avoid any critical
damage to the brain, the targeted level of ICP is to keep within 20 mmHg [3],[4],[5].
2Although external ventricular drainage is a method of the ICP monitoring with high ac-
curacy but this process is invasive and patients are unable to move in a comfortable way.
A catheter is inserted into the ventricular system of the brain through a burr hole. The
invasive ICP monitoring process has a high risk of infection and hemorrhage
[3],[4],[5],[8]. This process is not optimal for long-term monitoring [9]. However, a min-
imally invasive implanted sensor may overcome these drawbacks by maintaining a satis-
factory level of accuracy [8],[10]. Implanted pressure sensing system is proposed for
long-term monitoring of ICP. Previously developed research approaches have some
shortcoming such as the sensitivity of the capacitive pressure sensors system
[11],[12],[13],[14] and power budget management [11]. However, an implanted wireless
sensor system reduces the complexity of battery issues. Instead of using the battery in the
implant, the inductive wireless power transmission is introduced [15],[16]. The required
power is transferred from an external device to the implant. Previously, a two-turns an-
tenna is used for wireless power transmission [15],[16].
The main objective of this research is to improve the existing external antenna design
[15]. A new external antenna design is developed to improve the link distance. In addi-
tion, it is necessary to evaluate the maximum level of implant depth by keeping the im-
plant in active mode. In this research, two different models are used for assessment in the
virtual environment. Those models are – link model and SAR model. In an inductive link,
the gain describes the power transfer efficiency between the antennas. The gain of the
antenna is measured by the link model. Biological tissues can absorb electromagnetic
energy when the source of this energy is exposed in front of those tissues. SAR is the rate
of energy absorption by the human body when exposed to RF electromagnetic field. Ac-
cording to the regulations of U.S. FCC, the safety margin of SAR should be less than 1.6
W/kg [15]. On the surface, the skin tissues are relatively close to the transmitting antenna
with respect to other internal tissues and skin tissues absorb the maximum electromag-
netic energy as well as it has maximum SAR values. The relationship between electro-
magnetic energy and SAR is directly proportional. Moreover, if the SAR is higher, the
maximum amount of power is absorbed in tissue layers instead of transmitting sufficient
power to the implant. This phenomenon leads lower transmitting power (Ptmax) and lower
power at implant’s load (PL). However, an external inductive loop antenna with good link
power efficiency (Gtmax) has a high Electric field near the feed point, which may lead the
increment of SAR values. Therefore, this is a tradeoff approach between gain and SAR
to get an optimal performance [15].
Beforehand, a two-turns antenna is used for power transmission [15] but in this research,
several antenna structures are studied such as - circular two-turns with a capacitor loaded
loop, benzene shape, rectangular shape, octagonal shape, circular spiral shape. The opti-
mally performed antenna is chosen for fabrication. The performance of the existing two-
turns antenna is taken as the reference for comparison. Among these structures, circular
spiral shape, with the combination of same and counter directions of spiral loops, initially
3shows satisfactory results. After that, the dimensions of the circular spiral antenna have
optimized. The performance of two-turns antenna and circular spiral antenna is compared
in three different studies such as – implant depth, skull thickness variation, and the vari-
ation of external antenna distance and implant depth from the skin. A couple of studies
have been done to evaluate the maximum link distance. In both cases, the position of the
external antenna is fixed but implant depth or skull thickness is increased and thus the
link distance is increased. The maximum implant depth or maximum skull thickness for
the circular spiral antenna can be observed when the antenna can transmit the same
amount of power of the two-turns antenna for the further increment of link distance. These
studies are made in the virtual environment by using ANSYS HFSS.
After simulation, the circular spiral antenna is fabricated including a matching circuit.
Then in vitro testing does the final performance evaluation. Inductive powering from the
external antenna to the implant antenna is practically tested in this stage. Initially, this test
of inductive powering is done in the air medium. Secondly, 6 mm pigskin is introduced
within the air medium for another experimental setup. From the performance analysis, in
both the virtual environment and experimental setup, the circular spiral antenna has
enough potentiality to use in inductive powering for further research and development.
The thesis consists of six chapters.  Chapter 1 provides a short  introduction to wireless
power transmission by inductive coupling, its application in the medical field and the
main objectives of the thesis. Chapter 2 describes the theoretical background of the thesis.
The concept of wireless power transfer by inductive coupling for implant biotelemetry
and wireless link modelling are briefly explained. Chapter 3 discusses the existing an-
tenna, the evolution of the antenna structure and optimization of the antenna with the
variation between spacing and thickness. Chapter 4 provides a brief overview of the per-
formance comparison between two turns and spiral circular antenna. Chapter 5 presents
the experimental setups and measurement. The process of antenna fabrication and the
matching circuit are briefly explained. Simultaneously, the performance of the circular
spiral antenna is analyzed by two “in vitro” experimental setup - “air gap testing”, and
“pigskin and air gap testing”. The final chapter summarizes the most important outcomes
of the entire thesis work and future prospects.
42. LITERATURE REVIEW
Wireless inductive powering and wireless link modeling are the main highlighting points
of this chapter. Those are divided into two sections. In Section 2.1, the notion of wireless
power transfer is discussed briefly. Nevertheless, this thesis is an application of near-field
inductive powering. Section 2.1 is divided into two subsections. Subsection 2.1.1 presents
the conventional theories of physics. Moreover, the method of inductive powering is more
emphasized in 2.1.2 subsection. In Section 2.2, wireless link modeling through the induc-
tive way are discussed. It has two subsections; one subsection discusses about the theory
of the two-port network and another subsection discusses the scientific background and
the equations for the simulation process.
2.1 Wireless power transfer
Wireless power transfer (WPT) is an innovative way of power transmission from the
source to desired load destination without any direct connectivity between them. Nikola
Tesla, the father of wireless charging, invented the idea of WPT [17]. In modern civiliza-
tion, WPT is widely used for portable devices and gadgets such as medical implant pow-
ering [18]. WPT can be achieved by three technologies for instance induction coupling,
microwave power transmission. These three technologies can be categorized under two
techniques. Induction coupling and resonance coupling are under near-field technique and
microwave power transmission is under far-field technique [17].
2.1.1 Basic concept of inductive power transfer
In 1888, Heinrich Hertz observed and verified the notion of inductive powering. He per-
formed an experiment where he created a spark gap between transmitter and receiver with
the help of electromagnetic waves [17]. In the concept of inductive powering which is
illustrated in Figure 2, there are two separate coils – transmitter and receiver coil. When,
an electric current is passed through one coil then it produces a short-range magnetic field.
If the second coil is placed near to the first coil, within that short magnetic field range,
then an electric current pass through the second coil. There is no direct contact between
first and second coil. Energy is transferred through mutual induction.
5Figure 2. Fundamental illustration of inductive power transfer.
The main principle of inductive powering is based on Ampere’s circuital law and Fara-
day’s induction law [18],[19],[20],[21]. These laws are the part of Maxwell’s equations
[22],[23]. In 1826, Ampere was doing research on electric current behavior in a wire [20].
At the same time, Faraday was also doing an experiment for his laws of induction [20].
However, later Maxwell did some extension of Ampere’s law and incorporated those the-
ories.
According to Andre Marie Ampere, the loop integral of a magnetic field is equal to the
product of permeability in a vacuum and enclosed current in the loop.
∮ܪሬ⃗ . ݈݀ሬሬሬ⃗ = 	μ݋ ∗ ݅       (1)
where, μ0 is the permeability in the vacuum (μ0= 4.ᅖ.10-7 H/m),ܪሬ⃗  is magnetic field which
is generated by electric current flowing through the wire and dl is the small segment of
arbitrary path length. If the arbitrary path is circular then the total length is 2.ᅖ.r. Field
and current flow direction are determined by right-hand rule.
Figure 3. Illustration of Ampere’s law.
6From equation 1,
2 ∗ ߨ ∗ ݎ ∗ ܪ	 = μ݋ ∗ ݅       (2)
And for a constant electric current,
ܪ ∝
ଵ
௥
      (3)
Equation 3 states that the value of a magnetic field is decreased with an increase of the
radius of an arbitrary path from a wire.
The magnetic field can also get from Biot-Savart law. In Figure 4, if the current ݅ flow
through a wire and wire is divided into the small segment ݈݀ሬሬሬ⃗  then each segment develops
a magnetic field. The cumulative field at an arbitrary point P,
݀ܪ =	
ஜ௢
ସ∗గ
∗	
௜∗ௗ௟∗௦௜௡Ɵ
௥మ
      (4)
In equation 4, r is the distance between selected length element ݈݀ሬሬሬ⃗  and arbitrary point P.
The angle between the wire and imaginary line between ݈݀ሬሬሬ⃗   and P is Ɵ.
Figure 4. Diagram of Biot-Savart law.
The amount of magnetic flux ΦB that penetrates an arbitrary surface area A, which is
encircled by a given closed loop.
ΦB=∬ܪሬ⃗ . ݀⃗ܣ       (5)
The value of the amount of flux does not depend on the value of area but depends on the
given loop [22].
7In 1819, Oerster discovered that a steady current produces a steady magnetic field. This
is a fundamental notion that connected electricity with magnetism. After that, Faraday
was doing his experiment and trying to find that steady magnetic field might produce a
steady current. He built up a circuit with a battery, switch, and solenoid. In general, when
the switch was closed then a current was flowing that created a magnetic field in the
solenoid. Faraday put a secondary loop around that solenoid. According to Faraday’s
thought, if there was a current flow in the circuit then the solenoid should produce a mag-
netic field and this magnetic field would induce current in the secondary loop but he did
not find any current in the secondary loop. However, when he closed or opened that
switch, he observed a current in the secondary loop.
∮ܧሬ⃗ . ݈݀ሬሬሬ⃗ = 	ௗ஍ಳ
ௗ௧
      (6)
Therefore, he concluded few outcomes such as – the steady magnetic field never produces
a steady current. The changing magnetic field causes a current in the secondary loop.
Therefore, a current or electric field can be produced by the change of the magnetic field.
This phenomenon is called electromagnetic induction.
2.1.2 Inductive powering for implant biotelemetry
The application of inductive power transfer system has been developed rapidly and grow-
ing its market throughout the whole world [18],[24],[25]. In the field of commercial elec-
tronics such as portable, wearable and implantable devices, this technology is becoming
much more popular day by day [18],[26],[27]. In medical applications, wearable and im-
plantable sensor devices are using wireless inductive powering [28],[29],[30],[31]. The
size the receiving coil of the implanted RFID tags need to be small with respect to the
transmitting coil [32]. Yates et al. derived a power transfer formula for a poorly coupled
system where power is transferred from the transmitting coil to the receiving coil [32],
[33]. When a telemetry system is involved in healthcare monitoring application, then it is
denoted as the biotelemetry [34]. A biotelemetry system comprises four basic components
such  as  sensors  for  a  particular  property  monitoring,  the  power  system  of  the  implant
device, RF antenna and receiver.
8Figure 5. Near field inductive link.
In Figure 5, there are specific variables for the transmitter section and a receiver section.
The transmitter and the receiver section are symbolized as TX and RX respectively. ZS
and ZL are the source impedance and load impedance respectively. RTX is the summation
of RRTX and RLTX. RLTX is the resistive part of inductance LTX. The total resistance RRX at
receiver terminal is calculated like transmission terminal.
From Figure 5, on the transmitting side, ZS needs to be resonated with LTX for maximum
current flow. A capacitor needs to add for resonating the inductor in the transmitter end.
ܼௌ = ଵ௝ఠ஼ (7)
From frequency resonance equation, the value of capacitor can be calculated by,
ܥ =	
ଵ
ఠమ௅೅೉
      (8)
If a sinusoidal current ܫ்௑ = ܫ௢	݁௝ఠ௧ starts following in transmitter for excitation where Io
is the peak current value, then the real input power can be expressed by,
்ܲ௑ = 	ܫଶ்௑௥௠௦	்ܴ௑       (9)
Similarly, on the receiving end, load impedance ܼ௅௢௔ௗ should be conjugate matched with
ܴோ௑  for the maximum power transfer from the transmitter coil.
ܼ௅௢௔ௗ = 	ܴோ௑ −	݆߱ܮோ௑     (10)
So, the real power at the delivery end which is transferred from transmitting antenna,
ோܲ௑ = ௏మಽ೚ೌ೏ோ௘௔௟	(௓ಽ೚ೌ೏) = [ ௓ಽ೚ೌ೏	௏௜௡ௗ	(௓ಽ೚ೌ೏ା	ோೃ೉)]ଶ ∗ 	 ଵோ௘௔௟	(௓ಽ೚ೌ೏) =	 ௏௜௡ௗమସோೃ೉ (11)
where, load voltage ௅ܸ௢௔ௗ  is potential divider across ܼ௅௢௔ௗ and ௜ܸ௡ௗ  is the induced voltage
[32].
9From Biot-Savart law, the magnetic field at receiving antenna can be achieved with re-
spect to transmitting antenna [32],[33],[35]. The magnetic field at receiving antenna for
N turns,
ܪ = ூ∗ே೅೉
ସగ
∮
ௗ௟×௥
௥య
    (12)
Moreover, the induced voltage at the receiving end can be obtained by Faraday’s law.
This approach is valid for short range RFID tags antenna for biomedical applications
[32],[36]. Usually, this approach is applicable to 1 to 5 cm apart between transmitting and
receiving antenna [32],[36]. The induced voltage at receiving antenna [32] is,
௜ܸ௡ௗ = ோܰ௑ ∗ μ௢ ∗ ܣோ௑ ∗ ݆߱ ∗ ܪ	 = ே೅೉∗	ேೃ೉∗ஜ೚∗	஺ೃ೉∗௝ఠ∗	ூ೅೉ೝ೘ೞସగ .ܪଶ௜௡௧     (13)
where, ܪ௜௡௧ = ∫ ݈݀ܶܺ	×ݎݎ3ߨ0 ,     (14)
NRX is the number of turns and ARX is the area of receiver coil.
From equation 9 and equation 11, a power ratio between receiving and transmitting an-
tenna [32] is,
௉ೃ೉
௉೅೉
= 	 ஜమ೚∗	ேమ೅೉∗	ேమೃ೉∗	஺మೃ೉∗ఠమ∗	ுమ೔೙೟
ଵ଺∗	గమ	∗ோ೅೉∗ோೃ೉
    (15)
2.2   Wireless link modeling
Wireless power transfer to the implant can overcome the drawback of battery dependent
implant device [15]. In the near field inductive link, two antennas are used for coupling.
These antennas are capable of transferring both power and data. An external antenna is
placed outside of the body and the implant antenna is situated inside [15]. Wireless link
modeling is a convenient way to replicate the practical scenario into the virtual vicinity.
There are two subsections to articulate link modeling – two port network & simulation
model.
2.2.1 Two port network
A two-port network is an electrical network with four terminals (Figure 6). These termi-
nals are connected to external devices. This network can be described by four external
variables - voltage V1 and current I1 at the input port, and voltage V2 and current I2 at the
output port. A two-port network can be analyzed by few models such as impedance
model, admittance model, transmission model, and hybrid model. However, here only the
impedance model is discussed in detail.
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Figure 6. Two port network.
A near field inductive link consists of two coupled antennas. An inductive link model can
be characterized by the linear microwave two-port network, consists of Z-parameters
[37],[38]. All the mathematical derivations for the inductive link model are elaborately
described in the simulation model section. An inductive link model is defined as a two-
port network and after that, it is solved by using the impedance model.
2.2.2 Simulation model
The Simulation model of an inductive link is developed by using the principle of the two-
port network [37],[39]. M. Mark et al. introduced the layered tissue model in their re-
search article [15],[40]. This layered tissue model is used to mimic the notion of a wireless
link through biological tissue. ANSYS HFSS ver. 2016.1 is used to develop the simula-
tion model. The model contains four basic elements: 2 mm of skin, 2 mm of fat, 6.4 mm
of cortical bone and brain (gray matter). The thickness of cortical bone has been varied
with respect to different modeling performance analysis. Dielectric properties are fre-
quency dependent and they are properly assigned. All the data of dielectric properties are
taken from the research outcome of S. Gabriel et al. [41]. The two-port network with Z-
parameters characterizes the inductive link system by the coupled antenna. This is a
straightforward approach to analyzing the power transfer. By this way, transducer gain
(GP) and maximum power gain, or link power efficiency, or maximum available power
gain (GPmax) can be described properly [38],[42]. GP means the ratio between the delivered
power to the sensor and available power at the external antenna terminal. Similarly, GPmax
is the maximum value of GP. In an inductive link model, the transmitting and implant
antennas are conjugate matched [42].
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Figure 7. Z-parameter model for near field inductive link.
Figure 7 represents a two-port network in terms of Z-parameters, the input impedance of
transmitting antenna and implant antenna are Zta and Zra [42],[44].
ܼ௧௔ = ܴ௧௔ + ݆ܺ௧௔ = 	 ܼଵଵ −	 ௓భమ௓మభ௓మమା	௓಺಴                (16)
ܼ௥௔ = ܴ௥௔ + ݆ܺ௥௔ = 	 ܼଶଶ −	 ௓భమ௓మభ௓భభା	௓ೄ     (17)
ZS and ZIC are source input impedance and IC input impedance respectively. They should
be defined in such a way that, they are conjugated matched to the antenna’s ports [42].
RF link coupling between the transmitting antenna and the implant antenna is compara-
tively small (|ܼଵଶܼଶଵ| ≈ 0) [42]. Therefore, based on appropriate estimation, source im-
pedance should be conjugate matched to the transmitting antenna (ܼௌ = ܼ௧௔∗). Corre-
spondingly, load impedance should be conjugate matched to the receiving antenna (ܼூ஼ =
ܼ௥௔
∗) [42]. The equation of operating power gain and maximum operating power gain
can be expressed in terms of two port Z-parameters [45],
ܩ௣ = 	 |௓మభ|మ|௓మమା௓಺಴|మ ோ௘(௓಺಴)ோ௘(௓భభା	 ೋభమೋమభೋమమ	శ	ೋ಺಴)     (18)
ܩ௣௠௔௫ = |௓మభ|మௌା	ඥௌమା	|௓భమ௓మభ|మ     (19)
ܵ = 2ܴ݁(ܼଵଵ)ܴ݁(ܼଶଶ) − ܴ݁(ܼଵଶܼଶଵ)     (20)
The available power on chip IC can be defined by the operating power gain. This power
is converted into DC for IC operation.
௅ܲ = ܩ௣௠௔௫ . ௧ܲ௠௔௫     (21)
In this equation 21, Ptmax is the maximum power that can be transmitted to the implant IC
without violating specific abruption rate (SAR) limitations. Biological tissues can absorb
electromagnetic energy when the source of this energy is exposed in front of those tissues.
According to the regulations of U.S. FCC, the safety margin of SAR must be equal or
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below than 1.6 W/kg. This measurement is averaged over a volume containing one gram
of biological tissues [46]. On the surface, the skin tissues are relatively close to the trans-
mitting antenna with respect to other internal tissues and skin tissues absorb the maximum
electromagnetic energy as well as it has maximum SAR values. For a near field inductive
link, mutual inductance becomes maximal between the transmitting and the receiving an-
tenna depending on the ratio of the radius of the external antenna coil to the distance
between antennas has a specific order of√2 [36], [42]. It can be assumed that this distance
is notably larger than the radius of the implant antenna loop. However, this statement is
applicable when antennas are placed in the air. Nevertheless, when the same scenario is
considered including human tissues then a significant deviation can be observed. When
electromagnetic energy is transmitted through the human tissues, consequently these tis-
sues absorb a significant amount of that energy. Specific absorption rate (SAR) can be
defined as the proportion of energy, which is absorbed by human tissue when tissues are
exposed to an RF electromagnetic field [43]. Specific absorption rate due to electromag-
netic energy can be derived from the exposed electric field to the human tissues.
ܵܣܴ = ఙ|ா|మ
ఘ
    (22)
From equation 22, it can be easily assumed that SAR is directly proportional to the ex-
posed electromagnetic field of a specific material. Link power efficiency increases with
an increase in the electromagnetic field. However, at the same time, SAR is also increas-
ing according to the equation 22. If the value of SAR increases, the transmitted power,
(Ptmax) becomes less. Therefore, according to the equation 22, ultimately received power
at the implant device is a tradeoff between link power efficiency and SAR. A designer
should consider both factors to obtain the maximum power at the implant end. Based on
IEEE std C95.3-2002 in HFSS, which is an SAR calculator, a numerical modeling is ob-
tained of the peak spatial average SAR (SARmax) over one gram biological tissues [37].
Based on this phenomenon, the maximum transmitting power can be expressed as,
௧ܲ௠௔௫ = ଵ.଺ௐ/௞௚	×	ఛೄష೟ೌௌ஺ோ೘ೌೣ 	× 	 ௧ܲ     (23)
Where Pt is the simulation test power and ࣎S-ta is the power transmission coefficient be-
tween the source and transmitting antenna. This power transmission coefficient can be
expressed in terms of two port Z-parameters,
										࣎S-ta	= ସோ௘(௓೟ೌ)ோ௘(௓ೄ)|௓೟ೌା௓ೄ|మ 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 				(24)	
The voltage gain of RF linked antennas and IC is the ratio of the voltage at IC end to the
voltage at the transmitting antenna end. Voltage gain can be expressed in terms of two
port Z-parameters [45],
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ܣ௏ = ቚ ௓భమ௓಺಴௓భభ(௓మమା௓಺಴)ି	௓భమ௓మభቚ     (25)	
From AV, voltage at IC terminal can be determined,
௅ܸ = ௜ܸ௡	ܣ௏ (26)
Where Vin is the voltage amplitude at the transmitting antenna in proportion to Ptmax. With
the transmitting antenna impedance Zta, Vin can be expressed as [37],
௜ܸ௡ = ට ଶ|௓೟ೌ|మோ௘(௓೟ೌ) ௧ܲ௠௔௫     (27)
Besides, the voltage amplitude at IC terminal is [37],
௅ܸ = ටଶ|௓಺಴|మோ௘(௓಺಴) ߬௥௔ିூ஼ ௅ܲ     (28)
where, ߬௥௔ିூ஼ = 	 ீ೛ீ೛೘ೌೣ is the power transmission coefficient and it is determined by the
implanted antenna input impedance (ܼ௥௔) and IC input impedance (ܼூ஼).
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3. WEARABLE ANTENNA OPTIMIZATION
An external wearable antenna is used for power transfer to the implant device. It is nec-
essary to transmit sufficient power to the implant antenna as if; an implant circuit can
activate and run its operation properly. The goal of this chapter is to investigate and ex-
plore the utmost external antenna design. The existing wearable antenna model is dis-
cussed in Section 3.1. Different studied antennas are presented in Section 3.2. This section
is divided into five individual subsections. Amongst the studied antennas, the best per-
forming antenna is further optimized. The approach of antenna optimization is presented
in Section 3.3.
3.1 Existing wearable antenna model
A solid two-turns circular antenna is the reference antenna which was designed by M. W.
A. Khan, the doctoral student and research assistant of WISE research group [15],[16].
The antenna is presented in Figure 8. He developed this type of antenna for inductive
powering to the implant [15]. The inner and outer circle diameters are 8.25 mm and 16.25
mm respectively. The width of the antenna is 8 mm and the thickness of the substrate is
1.6 mm. On both sides of the substrate, the antenna circles are exactly similar and they
are connected by copper tape.
(a) (b)
Figure 8. Existing two turns antenna. (a) Top view, (b) side view.
From link model setup, it can be seen that the value of link power efficiency (Gpmax) is -
3.34 dB. However, the exposed electromagnetic field is relatively higher and conse-
quently the SAR value is also higher, that leads less transmitted power to the implant.
The value of Ptmax is 974.18 mW. Therefore, the ultimately received power (PL) at implant
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is 451.97 mW or 26.55 dBm. This value of received power is taken as the reference for
all the other studied antennas
3.2 Studied antenna designs
Every research has some specific reasons and objectives to overcome the existing prob-
lem or limitation. The main objective of researching on antenna design is to find an opti-
mum external antenna. The optimized antenna should transmit maximum possible power
to the implant through a tradeoff between link power efficiency and SAR. The antenna
should have good link power efficiency value and low SAR. There are many existing
antenna structures for example, two turns [15],[16],[38], segmented [47], and tilts [48].
In this section, five different antenna structures are studied.
3.2.1 Circular two-turns antenna with capacitor
Circular two-turns antenna with a capacitor is a modified version of existing two-turns
antenna. In this model, one capacitor is used for segmenting the loop shown in Figure 9.
According to M. Mark et. al. capacitor provides a uniform allotment of current along the
loop antenna [40]. Uniform current distribution provides uniform E-field. If the E-field is
uniformly distributed then the SAR impact on the tissue layer will be reduced [40]. In-
spiring from these concepts, one capacitor is attached with two turns loop for segmenta-
tion. There are two individual models due to the placement of capacitor - bottom layer
and top layer.
Bottom layer capacitor
Top layer capacitor
(a) (b)
Figure 9. Circular two-turns antenna with capacitor. (a) Capacitor at bottom
layer, (b) Capacitor at top layer.
Structural parameters are kept as similar as the two-turns circular antenna. In addition, it
is kept 5 mm apart from the skin. Results for three different capacitor values (0.6 nF, 2
nF, and 20 nF) are highlighted in Table 1 though the simulation is done from 0.1 nF to 20
nF. Transmitted power is slightly increased due to the low electric field as well as low
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SAR. However, Gpmax decreases, therefore, overall PL is lower for both cases compared
to [15],[16],[38]. Two-turns loop antenna with the capacitor segmentation is unable to
transmit higher power at the implant than solid the two-turns loop antenna.
Table 1. Two-turns antenna with capacitor.
Capacitor
value (nF)
Gpmax (dB) Ptmax (mW) PL (mW or dBm)
Bottom
layer
Top
Layer
Bottom
layer
Top
layer Bottom layer Top layer
0.6 -6.35 -6.35 1491 1499.80 345.74 or 25.39 346.17 or 25.39
2 -5.30 -5.22 1129.38 1116.09 333.38 or 25.23 335.66 or 25.26
20 -5.02 -4.73 1063.03 989.29 334.72 or 25.25 332.61 or 25.22
3.2.2 Benzene shape
The idea of benzene shape has come from the research on the segmented loop antenna
[37],[47] done by E. Moradi et al. and T. Bjorninen et al. They used the capacitor for the
segmentation of the antenna loop. The main purpose behind the segmentation process is
to distribute E-field uniformly and by this way, the impact of SAR reduces significantly
[40]. However, they used this model for 400 MHz. Benzene shaped structure concept is
used in this platform where all  the systems are designed for 15 MHz. Initially,  for the
experimental purpose a single turn benzene shape loop is taken with five segments [47]
and each segment have 2 µF capacitors. The height of the antenna is 28 mm and the width
of  the  loop  is  5.2  mm.  Later,  the  same  setup  is  kept  but  the  value  of  the  capacitor  is
changed by 2 mF and 1 mF shown in Figure 10 below. For the setup of five segments &
2 µF, maximum transmitting power is higher than two turns loop but the link power effi-
ciency is quite lower and the overall received power at the implant is unsatisfactory. How-
ever, 2 mF and 1 mF are not practically feasible because they have high parasitic element
values and the size of the capacitor become larger. After that, another model is designed
without any capacitor, which is named solid benzene loop. From the Table 2, the relation
between link power efficiency and maximum transmitting power in inversely related and
they change with a similar ratio.
Table 2. Comparison between five segments and solid loop benzene shaped sin-
gle turn antenna.
Capacitor value Gpmax (dB) Ptmax (mW) PL (mW or dBm)
5 segment & 2 µF –7.90 1535.05 249.08 or 23.96
5 segment & 2 mF –4.19 1224.56 467.45 or 26.70
5 segment & 1 mF –4.73 1243.83 418.63 or 26.22
Solid (no capacitor) –5.46 1277.09 363.26 or 25.60
Another trial is taken where five segments are compressed to two segment, which is
shown in Figure 10. Instead of five capacitors, one equivalent capacitor is used (see Fig-
ure 10(c)) and observed the outcomes. However, yet again there is no sign of considerable
vacillation comparing with the loop of five segments, which is shown in Table 3.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 10. Single turn benzene shape antenna. (a) Five segments, (b) Solid loop,
(c) Two segment antenna.
Table 3. Comparison between five segments and one segment benzene shaped
antenna.
No. of Capacitor Gpmax (dB) Ptmax (mW) PL (mW or dBm)
5 Segment (2 mF each) -5.26 1278.59 380.83 or 25.81
2 Segment
(equivalent cap. 0.4 mF)
-5.45 1319.30 373.83 or 25.73
Decrease 4 Segment 3.64% decrease 3.18% increase 0.31% decrease
After getting unsatisfactory results from the trial with the one-sided loop, there is another
trial taken for the two-sided antenna. For this trial, both five segments loop and solid loop
structure are considered. Dimensions of structures are kept like the one-sided loop. Figure
11 is presenting two-sided antenna structure. For this trial, three separate simulations are
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run for perfect observation. Outcomes of those simulations are shown in Table 4. How-
ever, these antennas are also not giving any reasonable consequence with respect to the
existing two turns loop antenna.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 11. Two-turns benzene shape antenna. (a) Five segments, (b) Side view of
five segments loop, (c) Solid loop.
Table 4. Comparison between five segments and solid loop benzene shaped two
turns antenna.
Capacitor value Gpmax (dB) Ptmax (mW) PL (mW or dBm)
5 segment & 100 µF –4.32 1009 373.55 or 25.72
5 segment & 100 pF –24.50 5796.28 20.57 or 13.13
Solid (no capacitor) -4.63 951.043 327.29 or 25.15
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3.2.3 Rectangular shape
Rectangular shaped antennas are based on three-dimensional structures. Antennas are
mounted on the top, bottom, and edge of the substrate. For this trail, the length and height
are kept equal to 34 mm and the gap between two feed points is two mm. there are two
different sets of models with the different width of the antenna (7 mm and 11 mm). How-
ever, change of width is made by changing the inner rectangular area. Inner rectangular
lengths are 24 mm and 16 mm for 7 mm and 11 mm respectively. Models are shown in
Figure 12.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 12. Rectangular antenna structure. (a) Top view of 7 mm width antenna, (b)
Side view of 7 mm width antenna, (c) Top view of 11 mm width antenna, (d) Side
view of 11 mm width antenna.
From the Table 5 both the models provide good link power efficiency although in terms
of power transmission they are unable to show any prospective results. Thus, the overall
received power at the implant end is lower with respect to existing two turns. The distri-
bution of E-field is only accumulated near the feed points and there is no impact on the
rest of the structure. This reason directly affects the outcomes, where satisfactory link
power efficiency. Simultaneously high SAR value leads to decrease the overall transmit-
ting power.
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Table 5. Rectangular antenna performance with the variation of antenna width.
Width (mm) Gpmax (dB) Ptmax (mW) PL (mW or dBm)
7 -4.57 859.90 300.54 or 24.78
11 -4.98 1068.31 339.08 or 25.30
3.2.4 Octagonal spiral shape
The main idea of octagonal spiral shape comes out from benzene shaped structures. Nev-
ertheless, in these structures, a single loop is divided into spirals. There are two trial mod-
els such as counter structure and the same directional structure. For the counter directional
model, outer spacing and inner spacing are 30 mm and 10 mm respectively and for same
directional structure height and inner spacing are 32 mm and 19.06 mm respectively
shown in Figure 13 below. However, spacing between the spirals and thickness of spirals
play a vital rule on the value of electric and magnetic field. For primary observations,
both spacing and thickness are kept 0.93 mm.
(a) (b)
Figure 13. Octagonal antenna structure. (a) Top view of the counter directional
loop, (b) Top view of the same directional loop.
According to Ampere’s law, when a current is passing through a wire then this current
produces an electromagnetic field surrounding it. The direction of the field is defined by
right-hand rules. When, a current is flowing through a same directional loop then all the
fields for overall loop are accumulated. For this reason, link power efficiency becomes
higher. However, for counter directional structures, electromagnetic fields are opposing
with one loop to another and the overall electromagnetic field decreases. After simulation,
the same theoretical phenomenon is proved, which is shown in Table 6. For the same
direction, link power efficiency is satisfactory whereas the counter directional loop pro-
vides the worst results. In addition, according to previous discussions, transmitted power
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is directly related with the electromagnetic field. In this case, transmitted power for the
same direction is quite low while the counter direction affords a very high level of power
transmission. Nevertheless, in both cases, they are not able to reach the margin of existing
antenna performance.
Table 6. Octagonal antenna performance with the change of loop direction.
Direction Gpmax (dB) Ptmax (mW) PL (mW or dBm)
Same direction -4.85 1030.82 337.85 or 25.29
Counter direction -11.86 5736.10 373.83 or 25.73
3.2.5 Circular spiral shape
Circular spiral shape notion comes out from the octagonal spiral antennas but in a circular
shape. In these structures also, a single loop is divided into spirals. Similar the octagonal
shape, there are also two trial models such as counter structure and same directional struc-
ture. For the counter directional model, the outer and inner diameter are 32 mm and 12
mm respectively and for same directional structure, outer and inner diameter are 32 mm
and 18 mm respectively shown in Figure 14. However, in terms of spacing between the
spirals and thickness of spirals, there is some variation for better observations. Counter-
directional structure has 2 mm spacing and thickness whereas same directional structure
has 1 mm shown in Figure 14. Same directional structure is a one-sided loop but the
counter directional antenna has spirals on the both side.
(a) (b)
Figure 14. Circular spiral antenna structure. (a) Top view of the counter direc-
tional loop, (b) Top view of the same directional loop.
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Similar to octagonal spiral shape, circular spiral antennas are also following Ampere’s
law. A similar pattern of performance is observed between octagonal and circular shape
although circular counter directional structure has very high-transmitted power shown in
Table 7 and high receiving power at the implant end. This creates further attention for
analysis.
Table 7. Circular spiral antenna performance with the change of loop direc-
tion.
Direction Gpmax (dB) Ptmax (mW) PL (mW or dBm)
Same direction -5.54 1208.66 337.20 or 25.28
Counter direction -11.12 6313.75 488 or 26.88
Now modification is done for improving the antenna structure. In this case, both same
and counter directions are merged into one structure. It is a simple one-sided loop struc-
ture and four spirals where three spirals are in one direction but one spiral is in the differ-
ent  direction  (Figure  15).  Initially,  the  spacing  and  thickness  of  spirals  are  kept  1  mm
each. To compare with two turns antenna, the inner and outer circle diameter are kept
identical to 8.25 mm and 16.25 mm respectively (Figure 15).
(a) (b)
Figure 15. Circular spiral antenna structure with 3 turns same directional and 1
turn counter direction. (a) Top view, (b) Side view.
If all the spirals are arranged in the same direction, then the electromagnetic field will be
higher but at the same time, SAR will also be higher. Again, if two spirals are in an iden-
tical direction and other two spirals are in different, and then the generated electromag-
netic field will be resisted by one another. For this reason, the overall electromagnetic
field will be lower and concurrently SAR will also be lower.
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Figure 16. E-field distribution of circular spiral antenna structure with 3 turns
same directional and 1 turn counter direction.
Figure 17. Local SAR distribution of circular spiral antenna structure with 3 turns
same directional and 1 turn counter direction.
From Figure 16 and Figure 17, perhaps local SAR, which is generated by the circular
spiral antenna, is uniformly distributed. Moreover, there are two uneven peaks of E-field.
One robust peak of E-field is generated in the inner diameter and there is another long but
trivial peak, which is observed at the outside of the spiral loop. To achieve a remarkable
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received power at the implant, link power efficiency and SAR will be tradeoff by modi-
fying antenna structure. In this case, three spirals are in an identical direction but one
spiral is in the dissimilar path. From Table 8 it can be seen that this model works where
link power efficiency is still lower but acceptable and all together transmitted power is
much higher of 2610.44 mW. Therefore, this model provides 603.02 mW or 27.80 dBm
to the implant, which is almost 25% higher than existing two turns antenna model.
Table 8. Comparison between existing two turns antenna and circular spiral (3
turns same directional and 1 turn counter direction).
Antenna type Gpmax (dB) Ptmax (mW) PL (mW or dBm)
Two-turns model -3.34 974.18 451.97 or 26.55
Circular spiral -6.37 2610.44 603.02 or 27.80
Circular spiral antenna creates a space for further improvement and several steps are used
for optimization. The approach of antenna optimization is briefly discussed in the next
section.
3.3 Optimized spiral antenna: Behavior of spacing and thick-
ness variation
After the observation of five different antennas performance, it is found that; the circular
spiral antenna executes improved results than the existing antenna model. The circular
spiral antenna provides 25% more power for the implant device although it has 3 dB less
link power efficiency than the existing model. The main goal of this section is to improve
the performance of the circular spiral antenna. In Section 3.2.4, it is discussed that spacing
between the spirals and thickness of spirals play a vital rule on the electric field. Although,
in Section 3.2.5, the circular spiral antenna was designed with equal spacing and thick-
ness. However, in this section, spacing between the spirals and thickness of spirals is
changed to get an optimized spiral antenna. This experiment contains a range of meas-
urement lengthwise from 0.7 mm to 1.5 mm with 0.1 mm interval both for thickness and
for spacing. There are total 81 combinations of thickness and spacing and each combina-
tion represents an individual antenna structure. These combinations are used in the link
model and in the SAR model. The value of link power efficiency, (Gpmax) and maximum
transmitted power (Ptmax) are arranged in Table 9 and Table 10 respectively. In addition,
received power (PL) at the implant end is calculated from link power efficiency and max-
imum transmitted power, which is obtained in Table 11.
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Table 9. Value of Gpmax from link model.
Thickness (p)
Space
(q)
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
0.7 -7.51 -7.13 -6.83 -6.61 -6.34 -6.10 -5.99 -5.87 -5.67
0.8 -7.37 -7.04 -6.69 -6.40 -6.22 -5.97 -5.86 -5.74 -5.55
0.9 -7.19 -6.89 -6.53 -6.31 -6.12 -5.89 -5.72 5.55 -5.40
1.0 -7.12 -6.76 -6.50 -6.25 -6.02 -5.80 -5.62 -5.48 -5.36
1.1 -6.98 -6.64 -6.37 -6.12 -5.90 -5.68 -5.51 -5.41 -5.25
1.2 -6.87 -6.53 -6.21 -6.00 -5.76 -5.63 -5.49 -5.30 -5.18
1.3 -6.77 -6.43 -6.15 -5.95 -5.72 -5.53 -5.38 -5.25 -5.13
1.4 -6.72 -6.42 -6.14 -5.90 -5.65 -5.51 -5.32 -5.19 -5.04
1.5 -6.70 -6.29 -6.04 -5.86 -5.63 -5.45 -5.29 -5.12 -5.05
Table 10. Value of Ppmax from SAR model.
Thickness (p)
Space
(q)
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
0.7 4493.44 3991.79 3519.87 3282.46 2922.56 2730.74 2591.67 2418.86 2349.94
0.8 4357.65 3835.21 3386.82 3044.50 2802.66 2618.41 2444.55 2275.75 2132.90
0.9 4018.31 3481.04 3137.48 2872.42 2747.34 2532.94 2354.67 2207.50 1994.81
1.0 3850.92 3484.71 3031.55 2813.06 2559.78 2424.09 2181.02 2090.05 1912.07
1.1 3856.57 3242.06 2940.80 2679.25 2521.81 2290.19 2119.52 2050.73 1900.62
1.2 3679.59 3153.45 2856.62 2577.08 2350.42 2210.15 2088.43 1943.87 1870.85
1.3 3490.74 3081.62 2685.70 2468.95 2325.98 2053.69 1990.07 1896.30 1730.82
1.4 3323.92 2941.83 2608.87 2403.56 2226.48 2020.92 1918.09 1807.25 1740.94
1.5 3326.85 2913.65 2608.08 2329.11 2201.60 2016.77 1899.46 1777.37 1713.45
Table 11. Received power (PL) assessment from Gpmax (Table 9) and Ptmax (Table
10).
Thickness (p)
Space
(q)
0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5
0.7 797.22 772.96 729.94 716.59 679.00 670.24 652.57 625.78 637.33
0.8 799.65 758.03 725.72 696.96 668.67 662.75 634.77 606.62 594.75
0.9 767.70 723.65 698.03 671.64 671.56 652.18 631.38 614.57 574.73
1.0 747.47 735.56 678.71 667.22 639.56 637.04 597.86 591.19 556.37
1.1 773.06 702.98 679.09 655.06 648.22 619.83 596.08 590.73 566.91
1.2 756.69 700.82 683.47 646.86 623.77 604.55 589.44 573.11 568.01
1.3 735.07 700.95 651.13 626.69 623.38 574.93 576.91 566.75 531.09
1.4 707.52 671.36 634.71 618.52 605.95 568.17 563.62 547.07 545.25
1.5 711.19 685.45 649.07 604.01 602.91 574.56 562.34 546.47 535.79
From above tables, there are many apposite combinations and many prospective conclu-
sions may come out. However, antenna combination can be selected depending on the
appropriate applications. For the near field, wireless power transmission to implant
should have a tradeoff between good link power efficiency and less SAR values. From
above tables, the range of thickness and spacing of 1.3 mm to 1.5 mm, the value of PL
decreases with the increase of thickness and spacing. Although 1.3 mm and 1.3 mm has
decent Gpmax (-5.38 dB) but among these ranges, this point provides the highest power at
implant. This is the reason for primarily selecting this point. However, there is another
remarkable diagonal series of values in the table of Gpmax. Primarily, four consecutive
values of Gpmax are selected such as, -6.34 dB, -6.31 dB, -6.37 dB, and -6.29 dB. Each
value is around 3 dB less than the existing two turns antenna (-3.3 dB).
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Table 12. Prospective antenna structure combinations.
Antenna structure combination
Gpmax (dB) Ptmax (mW) PL (mW)Set of
combinations
Thickness
(mm)
Spacing (mm)
A 1.1 0.7 -6.34 2922.56 679.00
B 1 0.9 -6.31 2872.42 671.64
C 0.9 1 -6.37 2940.80 679.09
D 0.8 1.5 -6.29 2913.65 685.45
From the Table 12, there are four sets of antenna structure available and it can be seen
that the values of Gpmax are around -6.3 dB. Deviation of PL of set ‘A’, ‘C’, and ‘D’ with
respect to set ‘B’ are 7.36 mW, 7.45 mW, and 13.81 mW. However, there is no significant
variation of power at the implant (PL). Although for these minor deviations, 50.14 mW,
68.38 mW, and 41.23 mW more power need to transmit from the external antenna while
Gpmax is almost alike. So, it is decided to use set ‘B’ whereas the level of performance is
nearly similar with low power transmission.
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4. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON BETWEEN
TWO-TURNS AND SPIRAL CIRCULAR AN-
TENNA
The implanted device for intracranial pressure (ICP) monitoring is battery-free electronics
based system. Power is sent to the implant device wirelessly, through inductive coupling.
Transmitted power should be high enough to activate the electronics of the implant. In
the previous chapter, two external antennas are primarily selected after the antenna opti-
mization stage. However, both the antennas are assumed better but in this chapter, the
best-performed antenna is characterized by standard performance analysis studies. All the
studies are done in the simulation stage by ANSYS HFSS 2016.1. This chapter is de-
signed into three sections – study of implant depth in Section 4.1, the study of skull thick-
ness variation in Section 4.2, and study of external antenna distance from the skin surface
in Section 4.3.
4.1 Study of implant depth
Inductive coupling between the external and implant antenna is the wireless powering
process for a battery-free implant device. The implant device is placed inside the body
tissues. External antennas should transmit power for the activation of the implant circuit.
The foremost objective of this section is to develop a systematic assessment of how deep
an implant can be activated by inductive powering. This demonstration is focused on
measuring the intracranial pressure from the cranial subarachnoid space. A simple chan-
nel model contains 2 mm of skin, 2 mm of fat and 6.4 mm of bone tissue [50]. According
to H. A. M. Mahinda et al. average bone tissue thickness may vary between 6.3 mm to 7
mm [49],[50].  However,  for  this  analysis,  6.4  mm of  bone  tissue  is  considered  (see  in
Figure 18). Grey matter of brain area is situated after the bone tissue layer. In previous
studies, an implant was placed in the grey matter section of the brain after the bone tissues.
Nevertheless, an external antenna with better performance compared with the existing
antennas, can improve the depth and thus an implant can place further deeper.
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Figure 18. Simple channel model.
From the above Figure 18, the external antenna is placed 5 mm apart from the skin and
there is another considerable part for implant coating. Implant coating has 1 mm thickness
and the implant antenna including electronics is placed in the middle of coating thickness
[16]. For this demonstration, 15.9 mm is the minimum inductive link distance to transmit
the power from the external antenna. Inductive link distance (dim)  is  the summation of
implant depth and the external antenna distance from the skin. The minimum value of the
dim is 15.9 mm, which is the summation of 5 mm air, 2 mm of skin, 2 mm of fat, 6.4 mm
of bone, and 0.5 mm of the coating. The value of minimum implant depth is 10.9 mm. In
this study, the depth of implant is increased, thus the implant depth as well as the inductive
link distance increases.
Table 13. Comparison between two antennas structures by changing the implant
depth.
Implant depth
(mm)
Inductive
link
distance,
dim (mm)
Set X (1.3 mm & 1.3 mm) Set Y (1 mm & 0.9 mm)
Gpmax
(dB)
Ptmax
(mW)
PL
(mW)
Gpmax
(dB)
Ptmax
(mW)
PL
(mW)
11 16 -5.35 1990.07 580.73 -6.22 2872.42 685.86
11.5 16.5 -5.67 1990.07 539.94 -6.63 2872.42 624.78
12 17 -5.93 1990.07 508.88 -6.92 2872.42 584.32
12.5 17.5 -6.12 1990.07 486.21 -7.19 2872.42 549.02
13 18 -6.40 1990.07 455.53 -7.55 2872.42 504.52
13.5 18.5 -6.68 1990.07 427.77 -7.80 2872.42 476.71
14 19 -6.94 1990.07 402.66 -8.12 2872.42 442.79
14.5 19.5 -7.19 1990.07 379.75 -8.44 2872.42 411.37
In this study, two different sets of circular spiral antennas (1.3 mm & 1.3 mm and 1 mm
& 0.9 mm) are used for simulation. The external antenna sets are categorized based on
spiral thickness and spacing between two adjacent spirals. Table 13 represents two sets
of circular spiral antennas; those are assigned as “Set X” and “Set Y” respectively. From
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the earlier calculations, 15.9 mm is the minimum distance to transmit power according to
the channel model and now the implant depth is considered between 16 mm to 19.5 mm
for both antennas. In Table 13, received power at the implant end is calculated for implant
depth between 16 mm to 19.5 mm with 0.5 mm interval. From previous studies with two-
turns external antenna, it can transmit around 452 mW for maximum 16 mm distance
[15]. From the above Table 13, it can be observed that “Set X” can transmit more power
than the two-turns antenna at 18 mm implant depth and after 18 mm if the implant depth
is further increased then received power is lower than existing two turns antenna. There-
fore, it signifies that the external antenna of “Set X” can transmit almost similar or more
power  as  two-turns  with  2  mm more  implant  depth.  However,  “Set  Y” of the external
antenna appears more promising from the Table 13. It can transmit 476.71 mW to the
implant with total implant depth 18.5 mm. It already covers 2.5 mm more distance and
still sends 24.75 mW more power than the two-turns antenna at 18.5 mm. Therefore, we
have finalized the design of external antenna with thickness (1 mm) and spacing (0.9 mm)
for fabrication.
4.2 Study of skull thickness variation
A human skull is a skeletal composition that contains neurocranium [51] and viscerocra-
nium [52]. Neurocranium is known as braincase that protects the brain and brainstem
[51]. Similarly, viscerocranium is known as a facial skeleton that holds major sensory
organs e.g. eyes, ears, nose. [52]. The human skull is not a piece of bone but a combination
of different bone regions with natural or biological sutures. In the human skull, the shape
of bone, thickness and other properties are not alike for all different bone regions. How-
ever, by assuming from previous studies or experiments, intracranial pressure (ICP) can
be measured from parietal or occipital bone region that shown in Figure 19.
Figure 19. Posterior of human skull.
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For an adult human, the thickness of parietal and occipital bone is also varied for male
and female. According to H. A. M. Mahinda et al., there is a slight difference in thickness
of parietal, occipital and central occipital bones [50]. Thickness variations for male and
female and for different regions are accumulated in Table 14.
Table 14. Skull bone thickness for male and female [50].
Bone categories Male Female
Parietal bone 7.7 mm 7.1 mm
Occipital bone 5.8 mm 5.6 mm
Central occipital bone 9.4 mm 8.2 mm
Therefore, the thickness variation is in between 5.6 mm to 9.4 mm. For this demonstra-
tion, the range of skull thickness is considered between 4.5 mm to 10 mm for covering
the completely available range of thickness. In this demonstration, two sets of the spiral
circular antenna (Set X and Set Y) are used for simulation, like Section 4.1, with the vari-
ation of skull thickness. For this study, the implant is attached to the interior side of the
skull and the position of the implant is fixed in the grey matter of the brain although the
thickness of the skull is changing.
As like Section 4.1, a simple channel model contains 2 mm of skin, 2 mm of fat and a
range between 4.5 mm to 10 mm of bone tissue [50]. Similarly, the external antenna is
placed 5 mm apart from the skin and implant antenna including electronics is placed in
the middle of coating thickness. For this demonstration, 9.5 mm is the fixed distance to
transmit the power from the external antenna. The minimum link distance of 15.9 mm is
the summation of 5 mm air, 2 mm of skin, 2 mm of fat, 0.5 mm of the coating, and skull
thickness.
Table 15. Performance comparison between two antenna structures with the var-
iation in skull thickness.
Skull
thickness
(mm)
Inductive
coupling
distance,
dim (mm)
Set X (1.3 mm & 1.3 mm) Set Y (1 mm & 0.9 mm)
Gpmax
(dB)
Ptmax
(mW)
PL
(mW)
Gpmax
(dB)
Ptmax
(mW)
PL
(mW)
4.5 14 -4.50 1990.07 706.57 -5.19 2872.42 869.18
5 14.5 -4.75 1990.07 667.06 -5.50 2872.42 809.69
5.5 15 -4.94 1990.07 638.69 -5.82 2872.42 751.55
6 15.5 -5.14 1990.07 609.73 -5.99 2872.42 723.75
6.4 15.9 -5.35 1990.07 580.31 -6.29 2872.42 675.29
6.5 16 -5.36 1990.07 579.20 -6.38 2872.42 661.33
7 16.5 -5.65 1990.07 541.92 -6.68 2872.42 616.98
7.5 17 -5.87 1990.07 515.14 -6.81 2872.42 599.17
8 17.5 -6.14 1990.07 484.07 -7.30 2872.42 534.88
8.5 18 -6.40 1990.07 455.85 -7.55 2872.42 504.54
9 18.5 -6.67 1990.07 428.92 -7.78 2872.42 478.55
9.5 19 -6.96 1990.07 401.22 -8.18 2872.42 437
10 19.5 -7.19 1990.07 380.29 -8.51 2872.42 404.63
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From the Table 15, the length of skull thickness is added in 15.9 mm, where 9.5 mm is
the fixed distance due to air, skin, fat and coating layer. For this study, the thickness of
the skull  is  considered between 4.5 mm to 10 mm for both antenna sets.  This range of
skull thickness provides an array of inductive link distance between 14 mm to 19.5 mm.
0.5 mm is the interval between two consecutive readings for both the range of skull thick-
ness and inductive link distance.
From the above Table 15, it can be seen that the external antenna of “Set X” is capable of
transmitting 579.20 mW power to the implant device, which is 22% higher than the two-
turns antenna. Again, the antenna structure of “Set Y” can transmit 661.33 mW power to
the implant device. It is 31% higher with respect to the two-turns antenna. “Set  Y” is
superior to other antenna structure. This comparison is based on 16 mm inductive cou-
pling distance and 6.5 mm skull thickness.
From the above Table 15, it can be seen that “Set X” can transmit more power than the
two-turns antenna at 18 mm inductive coupling distance where skull thickness is 8.5 mm.
However, if the skull thickness is further increased then received power is lower than the
existing antenna. The external antenna of “Set Y” appears more satisfactory from the Ta-
ble 15. It can transmit 478.55 mW to the implant with 18.5 mm inductive link distance
where skull thickness is 9 mm. Therefore, the external antenna of “Set Y” can cover up to
9 mm of skull thickness, which is 2.7 mm higher than the average skull thickness.
4.3 Study of external antenna distance and implant depth from
the skin
The placement variation of antenna influences the performance of power transmission to
implant. Wireless power is transmitted through few specific layers such as – air, skin, fat,
skull and brain. These layers have their own properties and cross-sectional thickness is
one of the major criteria among them. The thickness variation of layers may directly affect
the overall system. This study is designed to observe the performance and received power
at the implant device for the variation of external antenna distance and implant depth with
respect to the skin. According to Section 4.1 and 4.2, the external antenna of “Set Y” has
proved for its better performance. For this reason, this demonstration is done by the cir-
cular spiral antenna with thickness (1 mm) and spacing (0.9 mm).
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Table 16. Gpmax combinations and Ptmax for circular spiral antenna with thick-
ness (1 mm) and spacing (0.9 mm).
Gpmax
combination
(dB)
Distance between external antenna and skin (mm)
5 4 3 2 1
Implant
depth
(mm)
11 -6.36 -5.72 -5.29 -4.71 -4.30
12 -6.83 -6.20 -5.80 -5.39 -4.77
13 -7.46 -6.80 -6.25 -5.73 -5.38
14 -8.23 -7.23 -6.77 -6.35 -5.70
15 -8.62 -8.13 -7.46 -6.95 -6.29
Ptmax (mW) 2610.43 2018.23 1641.01 1178.13 921.28
From Table 16, there are five different distances of the external antenna with respect to
the skin and five consecutive implant depths from the skin. Link power efficiency is cal-
culated by the combination of external antenna distance and implant depth with the help
of the link model. There are 25 of link power efficiency combinations in total. For exam-
ple, by keeping external antenna distance 5 mm with respect to skin, implant depth is
increasing from 11 mm to 15 mm with 1 mm interval.
Figure 20. Channel model demonstration for 5 mm distance of external antenna
and 15 mm implant depth.
Figure 20 shows the channel model demonstration for 5 mm distance of external antenna
and 15 mm implant depth. The similar phenomenon is followed for 4 mm, 3 mm, 2 mm
and 1 mm. Again, in SAR model, Ptmax is calculated for different distance between the
external antenna and skin. Ptmax is not affected by the change of implant depth. It only
depends on the distance between the external antenna and skin. Ptmax is decreased if the
distance between external antenna and skin is reduced. However, for a particular distance
between the external antenna and skin if the implant depth is increased, then link power
efficiency is decreased.
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Table 17. Output power at implant device, which is calculated from Table 16.
PL (mW) Distance between external antenna and skin (mm)
5 4 3 2 1
Implant
depth
(mm)
11 603.02 540.21 485.72 398.37 342.13
12 541.69 484.03 432.14 340.36 307.11
13 468.50 422.04 389.01 315.20 267.20
14 392.13 381.54 345.18 272.83 248.02
15 358.64 310.66 294.34 238.45 216.73
Table 17 accumulates all the received power at the implant end. These data are calculated
from the link power efficiencies combinations and maximum transmitted power from Ta-
ble 16. From Table 17, it can be seen that the external antenna can efficiently work if the
distance between the external antenna and skin is within 5 mm to 3 mm. For 5 mm dis-
tance, there are three efficient reading for 11 mm, 12 mm and 13 mm implant depth.
Again, for 4 mm distance, there are two efficient reading for 11 mm, and 12 mm implant
depth. In addition, for 3 mm distance, there is only one efficient received power at 11 mm
implant depth. These received powers at the implant are compared with the previous an-
tenna’s performance (452 mW). From Table 17, it can be concluded that, if the distance
of the external antenna is reducing then the possibility of getting efficient power at the
implant is decreased with the degradation of maximum transmitted power, although, link
power efficiency looks satisfactory. When the external antenna is brought closer to the
skin then, the SAR increases and as a result, Ptmax decreases rapidly. Although there is an
increment in Gpmax with small distance but the impact on SAR is greater compared with
Gpmax.
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5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND MEASUREMENT
This chapter provides an experimental based statement about the applicability of opti-
mally designed wearable antenna in a realistic phase. In Chapter 4, several studies are
executed for the performance analysis between the spiral circular antenna and two-turns
antenna in simulation stage. Based on those performances analysis, it is decided to fabri-
cate the spiral circular antenna for further experiments in the biological environment. This
chapter contains two individual sections. In Section 5.1, the process of antenna fabrication
and the matching circuit are described briefly. In addition, in Section 5.2, the fabricated
antenna is tested in two ways – “air gap testing” and “air and pigskin gap testing”. Sec-
tion 5.3 provides an assessment of performance comparison between “in vitro” experi-
ments.
5.1 Antenna fabrication and matching circuit
Antenna fabrication and adding the matching circuit with the fabricated antenna are two
separate steps. Antenna fabrication processes are done in the etching laboratory. In the
electronics lab, matching circuit elements are affixed with that fabricated antenna.
5.1.1 Antenna fabrication
The process of antenna fabrication is completed in the etching laboratory. Initially, the
final artwork or antenna model is prepared in ANSYS HFSS 2016.1 with proper dimen-
sions. Substrate area layout of 41 mm × 41 mm is also included with the antenna model.
Antenna model has two layer – top and bottom layer, which is shown in Figure 21.
(a) (b)
Figure 21. Layout of antenna, which is printed for fabrication process. (a) Top
layer, (b) Bottom layer.
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Subsequently, the top and bottom layer are separately printed on two different transparent
papers, which is called film. Two identical transparencies are exactly fixed by tape on
each other to make a two-sided film. There are three basic steps in the etching laboratory
such as – substrate dimension fixation by cutting step, ultra-violate (UV) exposure, and
chemical processing (Figure 22).
Figure 22. Basic work flow diagram for fabrication process.
A double-layer printed circuit board (PCB) covering blue film with the dimensions of 41
mm × 41 mm is used for antenna fabrication. Ultra-Violate (UV) exposing machine is
used for 40 seconds to print the layout on the substrate. After UV exposure, that substrate
is assigned for further chemical processing. Antenna fabrication should be very precise.
If there is any discontinuity in the loops/spirals, then the new antenna must be fabricated
because discontinuities deteriorate the overall performance of the antenna.
(a) (b)
Figure 23. Fabricated circular antenna. (a) Upper layer, (b) Bottom layer.
Figure 23 shows the fabricated circular spiral antenna. This substrate has both sided cop-
per layer. The upper layer is connected with the bottom layer by copper tape. A small
hole is created by the drill machine and soldered a copper tape with the main structure of
the antenna.
Chemical processing
UV exposure
Substrate dimension fixation
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5.1.2 Matching circuit
Maximum power transfer from the source to load is ensured when the impedance properly
matched between transmitting and receiving terminals. The matching circuit is used for
impedance matching. For an RF circuit, the impedance should be matched in such a way
that, the real part of source needs to be equal to the real part of the load. Moreover, for
the reactance, source reactance should be equal to load reactance but in opposite charac-
ter. Impedance matching is usually done with the combination of capacitor and inductor
or single capacitor. The components value and the pattern of the matching circuit are
determined from Z-parameters at the operating frequency. A LC impedance matching
network designer [53] is used for determining L and C values. The value of capacitance
and inductance are 318.5 pF and 50.44 nH. However, these values are not directly avail-
able in the laboratory. Instead of 318.5 pF and 50.44 nH, the closest values of 324 pF and
47 nH are used respectively.
(a) (b)
Figure 24. Practical matching circuit, connected with circular spiral antenna.  (a)
Top view overview of antenna including matching circuit and SMA connector, (b)
Close view of matching circuit.
 Figure 24(a) provides a complete illustration of the antenna including matching circuit
and Figure 24(b) focuses on the matching circuit and sub-miniature version A (SMA)
connector. An inductor of 47nH and capacitor of 324 pF are connected in parallel in an
LC matching configuration. A cable connector is added for the convenient use and it is
quite easy to connect with other cables by using sub-miniature version A (SMA) con-
nector.
5.2 Performance analysis of circular spiral antenna
After the finalization of the process of fabrication and accumulation of the matching cir-
cuit, circular antenna passes through a couple of “in vitro” test. Testing procedures are
categorized into two sections – testing with the air gap, and testing with the air-pig skin
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layer. Both testing procedures are elucidated based on S-parameter analysis. Vector net-
work analyzer (VNA) in the laboratory measures S-parameters. The vector network ana-
lyzer (VNA) has two ports – port 1 and port 2. Both ports of VNA are calibrated before
the beginning of S-parameters measurement. However, data from VNA is saved in ‘. s2p’
file format for each distance. According to the S-parameter measurement equations of
two-port network, S11 and S22 belong to the external antenna and implant antenna param-
eter respectively. Similarly, S12 and S21 are the forward gain or insertion loss and reverse
gain or insertion loss respectively. S12 and S21 both are identical. A pre-built implant cir-
cuit is used in port 2, which was developed by M. W. A. Khan [15],[16],[38].
5.2.1 Air gap testing
Air gap testing evaluates the performance of power transmission from the external an-
tenna to the implant circuit. In the air gap testing method, a minimal weight, white thin-
layered Styrofoam is used as separation between the external and implant antenna. The
external antenna is connected with port 1 and implant antenna is connected to port 2 of
VNA. This test procedure is performed with four different coupling distances – 14 mm,
16 mm, 18 mm, and 20 mm. Available Styrofoam has two different thicknesses – 2 mm
and 4 mm. Coupling distances are arranged with the combination of available Styrofoam.
Styrofoam is properly marked to place the antenna accurately to avoid the misalignment
between antennas. In Figure 25 shows the both top and side view of properly positioned
antennas with apposite separation.
(a) (b)
Figure 25. Experimental setup for air gap testing. (a) Top view, (b) Side view.
Reading of S-parameters is recorded for each consecutive distance (14mm, 16 mm, 18
mm, and 20 mm). Output Data of S-parameter from VNA is saved in ‘. s2p’ file format
for each distance. However, a similar setup is simulated in the software for making the
comparison between simulated data and measured data. In the Table 18, first three col-
umns are presenting S11, S22, and S12 for both simulation and measurement.
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Table 18. Performance analysis of coupling between antennas with air gap test-
ing.
For  simulations,  ‘.  s2p’  files  are  assigned  in  the  n-port  of  circuit  design  section  of  the
software and for measurement, ‘. s2p’ files are imported to the analysis section. A visual
representation can be obtained of S-parameters in graphical format. A visual illustration
for simulation and measurement are separately presented in Figure 26 and Figure 27.
Figure 26. S-parameters for the simulation of air gap testing.
Distance
(mm)
S11 (dB) S22 (dB) S12 (dB) Gpmax (dB)
Simula-
tion
Measure-
ment
Simula-
tion
Measure-
ment
Simula-
tion
Measure-
ment
Simulation
(with para-
sitic)
Simulation
(without
parasitic)
Measure-
ment
14 -5.07 -6.97 -4.89 -5.52 10.73 -10.88 -6.86 -4.89 -8.66
16 -5.90 -7.33 -3.99 -4.73 -12.28 -12.74 -8.36 -5.96 -10.27
18 -5.80 -7.46 -3.48 -4.44 -13.90 -14.23 -9.68 -7.08 -11.65
20 -6.36 -7.28 -3.08 -4.00 -15.57 -16.03 -11.27 -8.33 -12.78
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Figure 27. S-parameters, measured by VNA in air gap testing.
From Table 18, it can be also shown that S-parameters for simulations and measurements
for different distances are relatively comparable and meaningful. S-parameters are de-
creasing with the increase of distances. On the same table, Gpmax is categorized into three
sections. Measured Gpmax can be obtained from measured S-parameters. Moreover, Gpmax
is also found in simulations. There are two kinds of simulations – matching circuit design
with parasitic values and without parasitic values. The difference between parasitic values
and without parasitic values shows the loss due to the matching circuit.
5.2.2 Air and pigskin testing
The air gap including pigskin testing is another way to evaluate the performance of power
transmission from the external antenna to the implant circuit. In this method, a 6-mm
wide pigskin layer is used, which is shown in Figure 28.
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(a) (b)
Figure 28. Dimension of pigskin layer. (a)Top view, (b) Side view.
A Pigskin layer with 6 mm thickness contains 2 mm of skin and 4 mm of fat (Figure 28).
This processed pigskin layer is prepared into 41 mm × 41 mm size. Like air gap testing,
this test procedure is also performed with four different coupling distances – 14 mm, 16
mm, 18 mm, and 20 mm (Figure 29). These distances are built up by a 6-mm pigskin
layer and layered Styrofoam. The external antenna is connected with port 1 and implant
antenna is connected to port two of VNA. Antennas are properly positioned to avoid the
misalignment between antennas. Figure 29 shows the both top and side view of properly
positioned antennas with apposite separation.
(a) (b)
Figure 29. Experimental setup for pigskin and air gap testing. (a) Top view, (b)
Side view.
Similar to air gap measurement, the reading of S-parameters is recorded for each consec-
utive distance (14mm, 16 mm, 18 mm, and 20 mm) and the output data of S-parameter
from VNA is saved in ‘. s2p’ file format for each distance. In the Table 19, again first
three columns present S11, S22, and S12 for both simulation and measurement.
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Table 19. Performance analysis of coupling between antennas with pigskin and
air gap testing.
Generated ‘. s2p’ files from simulations and measurement by VNA for each individual
distance are used for further analysis and graphical representations. Again, for simula-
tions, ‘. s2p’ files are assigned in the n-port of circuit design section of the software and
for measurement, ‘. s2p’ files are imported to the analysis section. A visual representation
can be obtained of S-parameters in graphical format. A visual illustration for simulation
and measurement are separately presented in Figure 30 and Figure 31.
Figure 30. S-parameters for the simulation of pigskin and air gap testing.
Distance
(mm)
S11 (dB) S22 (dB) S12 (dB) Gpmax (dB)
Simula-
tion
Measure-
ment
Simula-
tion
Measure-
ment
Simula-
tion
Measure-
ment
Simulation
(with para-
sitic)
Simulation
(without
parasitic)
Measure-
ment
14 -4.54 -6.99 -4.96 -5.45 -10.75 -11.50 -6.75 -4.86 -9.17
16 -5.78 -7.17 -3.95 -4.80 -12.31 -13.35 -8.31 -5.94 -10.76
18 -5.79 -7.26 -3.58 -4.50 -13.98 -14.77 -9.85 -7.26 -12.20
20 -5.66 -7.38 -3.19 -4.16 -15.65 -16.82 -11.22 -8.46 -14.00
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Figure 31. S-parameters, which is measured by VNA in pigskin and air gap testing.
From Table 19, it can be also shown that the values of S-parameters are decreasing with
the increase of distances. On the same table, there are three individual Gpmax is categorized
– measured Gpmax, simulated Gpmax with the matching circuit excluding parasitic elements,
and simulated Gpmax with the matching circuit including parasitic elements.
5.3 Performance comparison
Performance comparison section combines both air gap testing and air gap with pigskin
testing. These analytical statistics are drawing out from Table 18 and Table 19 effect of
parasitic elements and pigskin impact are discussed briefly.
5.3.1 Impact of parasitic elements
Earlier in Section 5.1.2, it is discussed that, in practical use, an inductor has some capac-
itors in parallel and resistor in series as a parasitic element. Similarly, when a capacitor is
used, it has some parasitic elements such as inductor and resistance in series. These addi-
tional parasitic elements consume a certain amount of power. Before the experiment, it
was assumed that the difference due to parasitic elements should be an identical digit for
both the experiment of “Air gap testing” and “Air gap and pig skin testing”. In addition,
after the experiment, the assumption is verified and the difference due to the parasitic
element is almost identical. Table 20 represents the difference of Gpmax due to parasitic
elements for both the experiments.
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Table 20. Variation of link power efficiency (Gpmax) and the impact of parasitic
elements for different link distances.
Distance
(mm)
Air gap testing Air gap and pig skin testing
Without
parasitic
(dB)
With
parasitic
(dB)
Difference
(dB)
Without
parasitic
(dB)
With
parasitic
(dB)
Difference
(dB)
14 -4.89 -6.86 1.97 -4.86 -6.75 1.89
16 -5.96 -8.36 2.40 -5.94 -8.31 2.37
18 -7.08 -9.68 2.60 -7.26 -9.85 2.59
20 -8.33 -11.27 2.94 -8.46 -11.22 2.76
5.3.2 Measured S12 parameter
Pigskin of 6 mm thickness contains 2 mm of skin and 4 mm of fat. Pigskin is a biological
object and it should have higher dielectric properties and it should absorb more transmit-
ting  power  due  to  skin  and  fat  layers.  However,  Table  21  shows the  effect  of  pigskin
presence on S12.
Table 21. Impact on S12 due to pigskin for different coupling distances.
Distance (mm) Air medium (dB) Air and pig skin medium (dB) Difference (dB)
14 -10.88 -11.50 0.62
16 -12.74 -13.35 0.61
18 -14.23 -14.77 0.54
20 -16.03 -16.82 0.79
From Table 21, it can be seen that, the value of S12 decreases with an increase in the
distance between external antenna and implant antenna. The similar scenario happens for
both “Air medium” and “Air and pig skin medium”. Although the coupling distance is
increased but the same pigskin layer is used for each measurement. According to the pre-
vious postulation, due to the introducing of the pigskin layer, the value of “Air and pig
skin medium” should be constantly lower than “Air medium” with a particular difference
and this difference indicates the impact of the pigskin layer. However, on the right most
column of the Table 21, it shows that the difference is almost identical value although the
coupling distance is increased. This analysis supports the assumed postulate.
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6. CONCLUSION
The concept of wireless power transfer by inductive coupling can be used for the power
transmission of the medical implant devices. The target is to develop a wearable and ex-
ternal antenna for transferring sufficient power to the implant for its activation. The aim
is to ensure the maximum power transmission to the implant without violating the regu-
lations of specific absorption rate limits. The goal of this research is successfully
achieved. Concurrently with the antenna design, the simulation tools are used for creating
a virtual environment of biological structure. The measurement setup is also developed
for analyzing the performance of the designed antenna.
The circular spiral antenna is developed as an external antenna for transferring power to
the implant device. This antenna is designed for 15 MHz frequency. It is capable of
providing 25% more power at the implant end with respect to previously developed two-
turns antenna. For 16 mm link distance, the circular spiral antenna provides 686 mW
power for the implant. When the implant depth increases, the power transmission capa-
bility becomes decrease because of the increment of link distance. Previously developed
two-turns antenna could transmit 452 mW for 16 mm link distance, which is taken as the
reference result. The circular spiral antenna can transmit the same level of power of the
two-turns antenna (452 mW) with the link distance of 18.5 mm. If the circular spiral an-
tenna is used for power transmission, then the implant can be placed 2.5 mm further
deeper comparing with the two-turns antenna. From skull thickness study, the circular
spiral  antenna can transmit the similar power of the two-turns antenna for 9 mm thick
skull, whereas 6.4 mm is the average skull thickness.
Two experimental setups are developed for antenna performance analysis. In the experi-
ment measurement, the effect of parasitic elements over the link power efficiency is iden-
tical to both the experiments. The impact on S-parameter due to a 6-mm pigskin layer is
also identical to different link distances. The value of link power efficiency and S-param-
eter are evenly decreased with an increase in link distance, which is perfectly supporting
the simulations.
From the performance analysis, in both the virtual environment and experimental setup,
the circular spiral antenna has enough potentiality to use in inductive powering for further
research and development. The plan of the newly developed antenna is with implement
for intracranial pressure (ICP) monitoring. Finally, the spiral circular antenna can be used
for versatile medical applications for wireless power transmission to the implant.
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APPENDIX A: MATCHING CIRCUIT
Figure A1: Matching network of overall system.
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The value of capacitance and inductance are 318.5 pF and 50.44 nH. However, these
values are not directly available in laboratory. For this reason, nearest possible values are
used. Instead of 318.5 pF and 50.44 nH, closest values of 324 pF and 47 nH are used
respectively. Three capacitors of 270 pF, 15 pF, and 39 pF are connected in parallel and
act as an equivalent of 324 pF. In practical use, an inductor has some capacitors in parallel
and resistor in series as a parasitic element.  Similarly,  when a capacitor is  used, it  has
some parasitic elements such as inductor and resistance in series. In the Figure C1, induc-
tor 47 nH has 0.6 Ω in series and 0.3743 pF in parallel. The value of 0.3743 pF can be
calculated by the resonance frequency equation. Similar procedure is followed for capac-
itor. Two parallel capacitors of 490 pF are used. 92.31 pH and 10 mΩ are parasitic ele-
ments; those are connected in series with 490 pF. The box in between two matching cir-
cuit is called N-port network according to simulation. The result for a specific model is
imported to this port for analysis of scattering (S) parameter of the network.
Table A1: Internal resistance and inductance calculations of capacitor, form the data
sheets, used in matching circuit.
Capacitor value
(pF)
Series Equivalent series
resistance (ESR)
(mΩ)
Series reso-
nance frequency
(GHz)
Inductance (pH)
270 1111S42E 18 1 98.82
15 0603 34 3.6 130.30
39 0603 25 2 162.37
560 1111S42E 10 0.7 92.31
Calculation of inductor’s parasitic elements:
Operating frequency, f = 15 MHz
Resonance frequency of 47 nH, fr = 1200 MHz
RDC = 1 Ω (maximum)
Using the equation of resonance frequency, ௥݂ = 	 ଵଶగ√௅஼	.
Capacitor part of parasitic elements, C = 0.3743 pF.
